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IPC in Brief
IPC is a small charity working to support
the successful integration of refugees
and asylum seekers in the North East.
Our community hubs in Tyne & Wear and
Teesside provide a safe place for people to meet,
access training and advice. In practice, our
services fall within 3 themes and we address
the barriers faced by vulnerable migrants within
each theme:

Employment,
Education and Training

Message from the Chair
We aim to deliver all our projects in partnership
with other agencies, creating opportunities to
reach wider networks, exchange knowledge
and develop expertise for the benefit of the
communities we serve. We have excellent links
with local authorities, the NHS, Police, faith
groups, and other third-sector organisations at a
local level, and with the Home Office nationally.

Health and Well-being

Social Integration

Our Senior Management Team

Trustees

Jama Jama
(Chair)

Aﬁ Dometi
(Treasurer)

Mark Sutcliffe
(Secretary)

Bini Araia
(Teesside)

Our senior management team brings together
the lived experience of Sirak Hagos and Bini
Araia, former refugees and our founders, with the
business and charity experience of our trustee
board. This team’s unparalleled expertise, acquired
over decades of working in the third sector,
ensures that innovative and responsive projects are
developed and delivered safely and sustainably.

Regional
Managers

Sirak Hagos
(Tyne & wear)
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John Hinman

Our Patrons
The Lord Shipley OBE
Dr. Hari Shukla, OBE
Prof. Paul Crawshaw

Karen
Wilkinson Bell

Dear friends,
This document has been produced after 3 years
of consistent growth, as a way of sharing the
work we are engaged in, and the reasons we
do what we do. On behalf of the trustees I wish
to thank the organisations who have worked
with us throughout this time, and welcome
organisations wanting to join our collaborative
network; our aim is to be always looking for ways
to combine our efforts for the greater good.
The downside to our spectacular growth is that
it is to some extent based on an increasing
need for our services, as our communities have
endured the effects of austerity, the ‘hostile
environment’, and now Covid-19. Unfortunately
there is no sign of improvements as I write this,
so it will be even more important that we can
find common ground for collaboration and
partner work.
Despite the hardships faced, we know that
our beneficiaries are very robust, and I wish
to pay tribute to our two founders, Bini and
Sirak, who are shining examples of what can
be achieved if those arriving here are supported
and encouraged to contribute. Both sought
asylum in the UK about 20 years ago, and have
not only ﬂourished in their professional work,
but also invested significant time and energy
in supporting others in a variety of voluntary
roles. They now occupy positions as regional
managers, leading on all our project delivery,
and also remain very much part of our senior
management team to keep IPC true to its vision.
Thanks to their ongoing efforts we have many
more success stories now, and look forward to
helping people for years to come.

J. Jama, Chair,
Investing in People and Culture
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Client
Engagement

Employment,
Education and Training

Community Drop-ins

Capacity Building Programme

We provide community drop-in sessions for
refugees and vulnerable migrants, where they
can receive help and support with issues related
to employment, language, housing, health, legal
issues, and education.

We also recognise the importance of supporting
and developing the Refugee Community
Organisations (RCOs) that are directly
embedded within the community, and are the
first point of contact for many people, especially
if they are new to the area.

In recent years IPC has delivered
employability support specifically to
refugees within the LA7 (N.E. combined
local authorities) partnership, The Wise
Group, and now as part of the Asylum,
Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF).

The support is provided primarily through
our core workers with help from our partner
interpreting service, and other specialist
organisations such as CAB.
Addressing these issues is a vital precursor to
developing new social pathways but also serves
as a means of building trust with individuals and
informally assessing their needs.

These groups provide an opportunity to engage
people with IPC services and to direct them to
other agencies that may help them.
By working with IPC, RCOs are able to
improve their:

1.	Professionalism

A consistent reliable service with
trained staff.

2.	Accuracy

Access to and distributing up
to date information.

3.	Sustainability

We provide specialist employment support to
refugee doctors and other health professionals
to prepare them for work in the NHS, in
partnership with Health Education England
and North Tees and Hartlepool NHS Trust. The
project, which has attracted national media
coverage, continues to be hugely successful.
Our employment support programme for
refugees is aimed at addressing the cultural
knowledge deficit, to enable clients to
understand the regular processes undertaken
by UK employers, which may differ from their
home experience.
With this knowledge, they are better able to
appreciate the practical work offered around
CV development, job search and interview skills.
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During 2018 – 2020

47

people into employment

53

people into formal training

10

new business start ups

126

new volunteers in the community

£5.60

added social value for every £ spent
(see page 11 for further details on
ASV calculation).

Governance, policy development,
training, fundraising.

We train a member of each community as a
volunteer for IPC, ensuring people are enabled
to access our services. This volunteer will also
make direct referrals.

Gateshead Syrian
Kurdish community
association

This level of support and mutual trust develops
over many years, but the community benefits
from day 1 from the skill and knowledge of IPC
professionals supporting their work.

“ With Sirak’s help I am now currently
employed full time in a local factory.
This is my first full time [ job] in this
country. I am happy I am out of the
dole for good.”
Hanisu Ande
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Health and Well-being
The wide-ranging activities offered by IPC and its partners not only address the
physical health of our participants, but also build new social connections, develop
language skills and boost mental well-being.
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Football Focus
– Newcastle
Our refugee football project has run
continuously for over 10 years now, and
this continuity has itself added value to
the more obvious benefits of physical
and mental well-being - enabling some
long term friendships to develop, cutting
across the usual cultural barriers, and
this has resulted in strong connections
forming between different communities,
improving social integration.
This resource is well known among the local
communities as a reliable, easy access point for
people in need of help or advice on any issues.
Providing regular and reliable 7-a-side football
matches, has again benefited us in terms of
individual skills development and team cohesion
and tactics over the years.

£7.30

Many participants have taken courses in football
coaching and sports development, and one
young man has started a company specifically to
promote young African players into established
football clubs.
We have positive connections with Northumbria
Police around the football sessions, which they
have attended to promote their services, and
even to recruit participants. Where the police
have referred clients to us, we have evidence
that attendance at these sessions and the
connections that result has had a positive impact
on these young men, likely to keep them away
from criminal activity or anti-social behaviours.
According to a report published by the Audit
Commission (Tired of Hanging Around), on using
sport and leisure activities to prevent anti-social
behaviour by young people, it costs four times
as much to put a young person through the
criminal justice system as it does to keep them
out of it, so the wider community benefits from
this intervention too.

added social value for every £ spent
(see page 11 for further details on
ASV calculation).

Well-being in numbers

87

67

21

144

new footballers, playing regularly

new gardeners

people starting ﬁtness routines

taking other forms of exercise
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Asylum, Migration &
Integration Fund (AMIF)

Resettlement Programme
for Overseas Doctors (REPOD)

The objective is to equip people with the
knowledge, confidence and capability to
seek employment and better integrate
into the local communities. Core services
include conversation sessions to practice
English language, employability support
to prepare for work in the UK, and
cultural awareness raising, through trips
around the local area and introductions
to neighbourhood facilities.

This exciting programme focuses on
recruiting refugee health professionals
and preparing them to work in the NHS.

The beneficiaries we are targeting are those
who are currently least well equipped to access
mainstream provision, and for many the work
we do simply opens a door to more structured
learning, which may itself take a long time
to complete before the participant can feel
confident of entering sustainable, secure
employment; so the benefits of our intervention
will necessarily continue into the future.

Launched in December 2016, with many of the
initial participants having been in the UK for many
years but unable to practise medicine, REPOD is
a partnership between Health Education England
North East (HEENE), North Tees & Hartlepool NHS
Foundation Trust and IPC.
The scheme is similar to those elsewhere in the
UK such as Building Bridges and REACHE but is
tailored to fit requirements on Teesside, which has
a significant and longstanding shortage of doctors.

The programme involves
•

Identifying and recruiting participants.

•

Supporting them to engage with
the programme.

•

Delivering professional English language test
preparation, for both the general IELTS* and
the more healthcare-specific OET*.

Expected outcomes
By December 2022 240 non EU nationals will
have received support. At time of writing,
the first 12 months have stayed on target,
despite the impact of Covid-19 and the
community-wide restrictions imposed as a
response. We have risen to the twin challenges
of providing digital services and also training
and equipping our beneficiaries to access this
new model of delivery.
We continue to adjust and improve our service
delivery as we learn from new projects, and
the learning from this project will shape our
future delivery. The activities we offer through
the AMIF project are likely to continue to be
part of our core delivery to refugees beyond
this project, while the extended links with
other organisations, and our history of working
together, will continue to benefit all our clients.

•

Preparation for the PLAB* tests that are
required for medical registration in the UK.

•

Voluntary placements in Teesside hospitals.

•

Support to gain employment once registered.

The first 4 areas are the domain of IPC, but
delivered in close communication with the
NHS Trusts.

* IELTS: International English Language Testing System
* OET: Occupational English Test
* PLAB: Professional and Linguistic Assessments Board
* REACHE: Refugee and Asylum Seekers Centre for Healthcare
Professionals Education

Outcomes
The indications from the first 4 years of
this programme are that as many as 75% of
participants could become registered with
the GMC (or other professional bodies) and be
available for work in the NHS.
The cost of training UK doctors from scratch is
approximately £250,000 and takes 7 years; this
process is producing registered doctors at a
fraction of the cost and is helping address the
urgent need for doctors at this time.
To date, 41 doctors and 5 pharmacists have taken
part in the programme, with nine doctors now
working in the NHS.

“My highly valuable credentials were
just pieces of papers and not valid
[in the UK]. Luckily I found REPOD
programme run by absolutely
capable and committed people who
not only encouraged me that I can
do it, they provided full financial
support, references and other
documentation needed throughout
my GMC registration. I have now got
my GMC registration and working in
NHS successfully and this was all not
possible without REPOD.”
Dr. Tanveer (2020)
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Integration
Support

“As a local resident I was invited to
an integration event and met some
wonderful people, now I volunteer
at conversation classes every week
to help migrants improve their
language skills.”
Vicky, Cruddas Park

Through our work, we aim to encourage
enlightened and culturally aware attitudes
within the communities in which we operate,
as well as enhancing the health and well-being
of individuals.
In particular, we want to build understanding
between local people and refugees/asylum
seekers, and ensure that local communities
benefit from the contribution of refugees and
asylum seekers, rather than seeing those groups
in a negative way.
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Finance Summary
Our policy of maximising value for money by developing partnership work and
supporting volunteer development has led to a doubling of our budget in just two
years, and sound financial planning has enabled us to achieve our target level of
unrestricted reserves.

The major barriers to integration
are language and employment. We
routinely provide English conversation
practice sessions, linked to the formal
ESOL classes at local colleges, and we
provide employability training, looking
at the practical aspects of gaining
employment in the UK.
We also provide cultural awareness workshops
and excursions, ranging from simple trips to the
seaside to learning about unfamiliar concepts
such as organ donation.
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We know that young people are often keen
to get involved, but currently lack local
opportunities to meet refugees and asylum
seekers to offer friendship and support in
a safe environment. We believe there are a
huge number of opportunities to bring people
together to the benefit of all.

195

people started attending regularly
at voluntary organisations

191

joined a new social group

£4.60

added social value for every £ spent
(see page 11 for further details on
ASV calculation).

£5.80

added social value for every £ spent,
across all projects.

Added Social Value:
April 2018 - March 2020
We calculate the added social value of our
interventions, to further demonstrate the value
of our services. We have employed the HACT
Social Value Calculator (https://www.hact.
org.uk/value-calculator) and adhered strictly
to the guidance. Over these 2 years we have
identified additional social value of £2,393,099
for an investment of £409,582 (including partner
costs), a Social Return on Investment of 5.8:1 every pound invested in IPC’s early intervention
projects results in added social value of £5.80,
saving the government and statutory services
this expenditure further down the line.

Notes on Added Social Value
Source reference and attribution:
Title: Community investment values from
the Social Value Bank; Authors: HACT and
Daniel Fujiwara (www.hact.org.uk / www.
simetrica.co.uk); Source: www.socialvaluebank.
org; License: Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-NoDerivatives license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
deed.en_GB)
In keeping with the HACT guidelines:
•

We only include outcomes that are new
to the client, reﬂecting a change of
behaviour or situation.

•

We only include outcomes that are
sustained for a full year, or the value
is reduced proportionally.

•

When outcomes are achieved through
partnership work, we include the costs
of the partner input to the project.
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CHARITY NUMBER
1160482

Registered Office
Vanguard Suite, Broadcasting House
Newport Road
Middlesbrough
TS1 5JA

OPERATING ADDRESSES
Vanguard Suite,
Broadcasting House
Newport Road
Middlesbrough
TS1 5JA
International Community Centre
11 Abingdon Rd, Middlesbrough TS1 2DP
Community Hub
Unit 5, Cruddas Park Centre,
Westmorland Road,
Newcastle, NE4 7RW
Integration Station
273 High Street, Gateshead, England, NE8 1EP.
07411 157 589
info@i-p-c.org
www.i-p-c.org
ipccharity
@ipccharity

